8D6N ROYAL KYUSHU

DAY 1 KUALA LUMPUR / FUKUOKA (MOB)
Assemble at KLIA with our professional tour escort. Begin our vacation with a pleasant flight to Fukuoka, gateway of Kyushu Island.

DAY 2 FUKUOKA SIGHTSEEING - BEPPU HOT SPRING (L/D)

Fukuoka airport ~ the capital city to Kyushu Island
Kyushu is Japan’s third largest island and Fukuoka is its chief city. Because of its proximity to Korea and China, Fukuoka, from the fourth century on, was culturally influenced by its sophisticated neighbors. During the 7th century, it became the major political center of Kyushu. Now, Fukuoka is the important gateway of Kyushu.

- **Dazaifu Tenman-gū** is a Shinto shrine located in Dazaifu, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan. It is built over the grave of Sugawara no Michizane and is one of the main shrines dedicated to Tenjin, the deified form of Michizane.
- **Sapporo Beer** is the best beer in Japan, particularly because of the water and raw materials of Kyushu; let’s see how the beer being produce and have some sample of the newest made Sapporo beer here!
- **Yufuin** was a town located in Ōita District until October 1, 2005, when Yufuin was merged with the towns of Hasama and Shōnai, all from Oita District, to form the new city of Yufu. Located in a green valley beneath the spectacular Mount Yufuin.
- **Beppu** is situated on the eastern coast of Kyushu, is a spa town, is famous for its bubbling mud ponds, the most active of which detonate loudly and throw mud into the air. Beppu has the largest number of hot springs in the world.
- **Umi Jigoku** – The “Sea hell” features a pond of hot, blue water.

DAY 3 BEPPU - MT. ASO - KUMAMOTO (B/L/D)

**KUMAMOTO**
Aso located on the northeastern side of Kumamoto Prefecture. Mt. Aso is the symbol of Kumamoto call “the Land of Fire”. It is an active volcano that is still showing signs of volcanic activity today.

- **Mount Aso** is one of the largest in the world in terms of size. Indeed, it has a rare type of geological formation that lets you really understand that you are actually standing in the caldera when looking at Mt. Aso’s somma from the town located at its base.
- **Aso Kusasenri**, a field where will creates a dynamic panorama and melts the heart of natural lovers.
- **Takamori Yusui Tunnel Park** - Before it becomes a park, the National Railway was constructing a railway here, when they found a water resource under the ground while digging a tunnel. “Takamori Tanabata Festival” is held inside this tunnel in July, and many visitors enjoy walking in the the cool air during the hot summer.
- Tonight, overnight at Kumamoto **Kikunan Hot Springs** area. The water said to be good for neuralgia, muscular pains, and articular pains.
**DAY 4  KUMAMOTO - KAGOSHIMA - KIRISHIMA HOT SPRING  (B/L/D)**

*Kagoshima* ~ in the fast south of Kyushu consists of 2 peninsulas, Satsuma and Otsumi that encircle Kagoshima Bay and also a chain of islands stretching south towards Okinawa. It is famous for being Japan’s most unintentionally polluted city.

- **Sengaen** ~ a typical Japanese garden which uses Sakurajima as the borrowed scenery is one of the most beautiful garden in Kyushu.
- **Sakura Jima** ~ the very active volcano east across the bay and rising 1120m directly above the water. The mountain has erupted more than 5000 times since 1955. More than half million people live within 10km of Sakura-jima’ crater.
- **Kirishima Jingu** ~ the shrine, which enveloped in cedar forests, has an appealing, village atmosphere.
- **Kirishima Natural Spa** resort town ~ Japan’s highest hot spring resort. Tonight, earn a well deserve rest at a typical Japanese Spa Hot spring Ryokan (Japanese resort) with a typical Japanese steamboat NABE dinner.

**DAY 5  KIRISHIMA - FERRY - NAGASAKI  (B/L/D)**

- Board a ferry from Kumamoto Port to Shimabara Port.

*Nagasaki* offers its own unique food and cultures that were developed through inspirations from foreign cultures such as Europe and China Ever since the Portuguese ships arrived in Hirado in 1550, Nagasaki Port was became the source of foreign cultures in Japan such as Christianity and Western cuisine. During the time the Edo government’s national isolation policy was enforced, Dejima served an important role as the only international port officially recognized by the government.

**IMPORTANT INFORMATION:**

On August 9, 1945, an atomic bomb was dropped in Nagasaki. As a result, it became the second area struck by the *atomic bomb* following Hiroshima.

- **Peace Memorial Park & Monument** was laid out to commemorate the exact spot of the atomic blast On Aug 9, 1945, 3 days after the A-bomb was dropped on Hiroshima.

- **Nagasaki Shopping Street** – the most famous walking street in Nagasaki.

**DAY 6  NAGASAKI - HUIS TEN BOSCH - FUKUOKA  (B/L/D)**

**TODAY’S HIGHLIGHT:**

- **Huis Ten Bosch** is an extensive theme park where a medieval Dutch townscape has been recreated. Here, you will find detailed recreations of large-size windmills as well as towers and palaces that actually exist in the Netherlands. There also are canals that extend over six kilometers.

- **Yanagigawa River** it is most famous water township in Kyushu, Captain will explain you the history in Yanagi town.

- **Fukuoka** is the capital city of Fukuoka Prefecture and is situated on the northern shore of the island of Kyūshū in Japan.
DAY 7  FUKUOKA - FACTORY OUTLET MALL  (B/D)

- Enjoy fruit plucking activities at famous fruit village in Central Hokkaido (to be advised; subject to season fruit and fruit plucking.)
- Factory Outlet – the famous shopping outlet in Japan where branded shopping items are available here.
- Tenjin – Shopping, department stores, restaurant, yatai. This place is the shopper’s paradise!
- Nakasu – Fukuoka’s most famous nightlife entertainment district.

TODAY REALLY HIGHLIGHT!
GALA Seafood Dinner presented by Apple Vacations & prepared by the chief of KANI SYOGUN Gourmet Kitchen at the wet market area! Try hard, eat hard & think hard, how we can make it for you:

DAY 08  FUKUOKA / KUALA LUMPUR  (B)

- Big farewell to Japan for your flight home with unforgettable memories.

Tour Code: SJPK 08 (REVISED JUL10)

Terms & Conditions:
1. Flight details, itinerary, hotel and meals which stated on the itinerary above are subject to change according to different departure date without prior notice. Any changes after booking, will inform accordingly.
2. The sequence of itinerary, meals and hotel arrangement are subject to the final adjustment of the local ground operator.
3. Principally tour commentary will be conducted in Chinese speaking. However, others languages can be arrange on request basis.
4. Triple room sharing will base on extra roll in bed basis.
5. We strongly recommend you to purchase travel insurance before departure.
6. To ensure the benefit of consumer, please refer to the standard terms & conditions at the back page of your invoice.